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Correlation of in-flight displacement damage on the OSL sensor with space environment on-board Jason-2 spacecraft

S. Bourdarie, D. Falguere, C. Inguimbert, C. Deneau, J.-R. Vaillé, E. Lorfèvre, R. Ecoffet

Abstract: Displacement damage doses measured by the ICARE-NG/OSL sensor on board the French JASON2 spacecraft from CNES, the French space agency, are compared to predictions performed with (1) proton measurements performed with the spectrometers on board the same spacecraft/instrument and (2) protons spectrum predicted by the legacy AP8min model and the future AP9 perturbed model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their harmful effects on human bodies (energetic deposits in human tissues or organs) and spacecraft electronics (discharges, SEEs ...), the Earth’s radiation belts have been intensively studied since their discovery in 1958. Spacecraft engineers need a reliable and statistical description of the belts to design space missions. The current standard models, AE8 [1] and AP8 [2], were developed by NASA at the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s. Different studies have put forward their shortcomings ([3] and [4]): inadequate resolution at low altitude, no variability on time-scales less than a solar cycle, etc. To overcome these limitations a recent effort in the US has allowed to release the AE9 and AP9 specification models [4]. The major innovation with these new models is their ability to provide quantification of uncertainties.

To better validate and control uncertainties on space environment and effect determination, a first generation of the ICARE (“Influence sur les Composants Avancés des Radiations de l’Espace”) radiation detector was embarked in 2000 on board the Argentinean satellite SAC-C [5]. This instrument was designed in order to (1) measure electron and proton fluxes at the spacecraft location and effects of ionizing particles on various electronic devices. The effects investigated are Total Ionizing Dose (TID), Single Event Effects (SEE) and Displacement Damage Dose (DDD). A new design was implemented to increase the capabilities of ICARE (called here ICARE-NG, NG for Next Generation). This new radiation monitor allows to measure proton flux in the range 27.5-292 MeV and electron flux in the range 1.6-3.6 MeV thanks to 3 telescopes [6]. DDD is evaluated using the degradation of a Light Emitting Diode (LED) embedded in an OSL sensor ([7] to [12]). The first ICARE-NG unit is flying on-board the French satellite JASON-2.

The aim of this paper is first to cross validate DDD monitoring deduced from the variation of the current through the stimulation LED of the OSL sensor and deduced from the proton measurements with the 3 spectrometers. In section II in flight data are presented and in section III the approach to compute DDD is detailed. Taking the advantage of having access to (1) the full spacecraft geometry and (2) the environment measurements and (3) the effect (here limited to the DDD) done on the same body, it is then possible to evaluate accurately specification models uncertainties such as AP8 and the newly AP9 models. This is done in section IV.

II. IN FLIGHT DATA

The, French, JASON-2 spacecraft is flying on a Low Earth Orbit (altitude: 1336 km, inclination: 66°) and was designed for a five years lifetime. One of the payloads is the ICARE-NG instrument which was built in the frame of the CARMEN (“CARactérisation et Modélisation de l’ENVironnement”) project. It was placed inside the satellite, behind the honeycomb wall (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1: Schematic view of JASON-2 spacecraft with the location of the ICARE-NG instrument indicated by the blue arrow (note that part of the honeycomb has been removed in this view to see the instrument)

The ICARE-NG instrument on-board JASON-2 began its operation in June 22, 2008 and is still running successfully. Note that the data covers the current solar cycle (Fig. 2) and in particular the last solar minimum when the solar activity was extremely low for an un-preceding long time since beginning of space age.

Fig. 2: Coverage of ICARE-NG measurements versus time. The yellow curve indicates the solar activity via F10.7 index.

A. Total Displacement Damage Dose (DDD) measurements

DDD is evaluated using the degradation of a Light Emitting Diode (LED) embedded in an OSL sensor. The LED was fully calibrated before launch, in term of sensitivity to temperature and current through the LED versus DDD. All details about the instrument and data analysis can be found in [7]-[11].

The time resolution for the DDD is 6 hours and data from June 22, 2008 to November 27, 2012 are considered. Careful attention was taken to correct the temperature effect on the current through the LED (the temperature of the ICARE-NG is part of the housekeeping data of the instrument, see [11] for more details). Also, the conversion from LED current to DDD is done according to ground calibration [12].

To calculate the error on the OSL measurements, we must consider the quantization noise of the LED current \(2.03 \times 10^{-2} \text{ mA}\) and the temperature \(3.21 \times 10^{-2} \text{ °C}\) measurements used in the temperature effect correction and the calibration. The absolute error is evaluated to \(2 \times 10^5 \text{ MeV} \cdot \text{g}^{-1}\).

B. Proton flux measurements

The ICARE-NG instrument is also composed of a radiation monitor. Three telescopes (A, B and C) allow to measure electrons and protons in the energy range 1.6-3.6 MeV and 27.5-292 MeV respectively [6]. The time resolution is 16s. Since the beginning of mission the time coverage is extremely good and except few days it is closed to 100% (Fig. 3) leading to an overall coverage from June 22, 2008 to end of 2012 to 98.18%.

The radiation monitor was fully calibrated at ground before flight and response functions were deduced from Monte-Carlo runs accounting for the full spacecraft geometry around each solid state detectors (see [6] for more details).

In the current study, we will focus on proton measurements as displacement damage at low altitude is expected to be only due to protons. 17 differential channels are available (27.5, 86., 89., 91., 93., 95., 98., 104., 105., 112., 114., 120., 126., 132., 139., 142. and 155. MeV) and 21 integral channels (>63., >64., >69., >76., >80., >83., >87., >93., >94., >97., >104., >108., >113., >115., >119., >127., >138., >163., >186., >222. and >292. MeV). To evaluate accurate displacement damage dose from those measurements, it is necessary to compute a differential spectrum over the energy range being measured.

To do so, proton fluxes, differential and integral ones, are first daily averaged along the spacecraft orbit. Then to combine daily differential and integral spectrum into a unique differential one, it is necessary to derive differential fluxes from the integral spectrum. A simple differentiation of integral flux is not the right approach because a small uncertainty on integral flux measurements leads to large errors in differential fluxes. Moreover because the spectral definition is very high in some cases it could lead to negative differential flux. To overcome this source of uncertainty, a good alternative is to approximate the integral spectrum (in log-log) by a polynomial of degree 4. It is then trivial to compute a differential spectrum.

An example is given for the day of June 23rd 2008 on Fig.4. Note that a polynomial of degree 4 reproduces with high fidelity the measures. Differential flux, thus obtained, are very close to those measured when both spectrum overlaps (Fig.5).
To make sure this approximation is valid over the entire period under study, the "chi-square" of the fit (in log(flux)-log(energy)) is computed (Fig. 6). It may be noted that this value remains low and is on the order of $4 \times 10^{-4}$. Nevertheless, on March 16, 2012 the value of chi-square is double. A visual inspection of this spectrum, has allowed validating this spectrum as well.

Following this strategy, a differential spectrum from 22.5 MeV to 292. MeV could be computed with 38 energy channels. Because there is no measure available from 22.5 MeV to 63. MeV a simple interpolation in log-log was applied to each daily spectrum to include differential flux values at the following energies: 30., 35., 40., 45., 50., 60. MeV. On Fig.5, it can be seen that the differential flux at 63 MeV is on the order of $0.8 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$ and at 27.5 MeV it is on the order of $1 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$. The very small difference between these two differential fluxes is also true for every day computed spectrum. So a negligible uncertainty is expected due to the interpolations between 27.5 and 63. MeV.

As evaluated in [6], the overall uncertainties of the differential fluxes should not exceed 20%.

III. OSL RESPONSE FUNCTION

To calculate an accurate DDD of the LED part of the OSL sensor, the 3D shielding around the OSL must be well known. The statistical distribution of shielding thicknesses seen by the OSL sensor was calculated by a sector analysis carried out by the TRAD company using the FasTRAD software [13]-[15] (Fig. 7). It consists in partitioning the solid angle viewed from the LED in 80000 sectors of equal value (200 steps in polar angles and 400 steps in azimuthal angles).
Fig. 8: "Fish eye" views of the shielding around the OSL sensor bottom is forward (2π steradians) and top is backward (2π other steradians). Color scale is in mm.

For the 3D shielding of the OSL sensor, given by the normalized distribution of shielding thicknesses, dS / dh, the DDD rate can be easily calculated. The average \( \frac{\partial DDD}{\partial E} \) (g\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\)) for a given incident energy E will be given by:

\[
\left\langle \frac{\partial DDD(E)}{\partial E} \right\rangle = \int \frac{\partial DDD(E,h)}{\partial E} \cdot \frac{dS}{dh} \cdot dh
\tag{1}
\]

where h is the Al equivalent thickness, dS/dh the normalized distribution of Al equivalent thicknesses. \( \frac{\partial DDD(E,h)}{\partial E} \) is for a given shielding thickness h, the damage rate per unit of incident energy. It is expressed in (MeV-g\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\)) x MeV\(^{-1}\). It corresponds to the contribution to displacement damage dose at energy E of shielding directions whose thickness is h, for an isotropic differential proton flux is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial DDD(E,h)}{\partial E} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d\Phi}{dE}(E) \cdot NIEL \left( r(E) - \frac{h}{\cos(\theta)} \right) \sin(\theta) \cdot d\theta
\tag{2}
\]

where \( \frac{d\Phi}{dE} \) is the differential proton flux (in MeV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) at energy E, r(E) is the proton with energy E range, and \( \theta \) is the proton incidence angle. Note that in this calculation the straggling is neglected.

Then, the response function RF(E) of the OSL sensor (Fig. 9) is calculated from (1) as a function of proton incident energy, E (MeV), assuming \( \frac{d\Phi}{dE} = 1 \) (MeV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) in (2).

Fig. 9: Response function of damage factor of the OSL sensor considering isotropic proton incidence versus proton energy.

IV. DISPLACEMENT DAMAGES PREDICTION OF THE OSL

A. Calculation using the proton fluxes from the ICARE-NG spectrometers

The daily DDD, DDD(day), of the OSL sensor is computed according to:

\[
DDD(day) = \int_{0}^{86400} \int_{E=27.5 \text{ MeV}}^{E=292 \text{ MeV}} \frac{d\Phi}{dE}(E,t) \cdot RF(E) \cdot dE \cdot dt
\tag{3}
\]

Note that the bounds of the energy integral are restricted to 27.5 to 292 MeV instead of 0 to infinity. This is due to the energy coverage of the ICARE-NG instrument onboard JASON-2 spacecraft. On one hand, the lower bound of 27.5 MeV does not impact the result of the integral because the response function of the OSL sensor is equal to 0 for incident protons with energies less than 40 MeV and on the other hand it is expected that proton fluxes at energies greater than 292 MeV are very low compared lower energy ones such that their contribution to the integral is negligible.

Taking as input the daily proton fluxes from the ICARE-NG telescopes (see II.B.), the daily DDD obtained from (3) is plotted versus time on. The results indicate that the daily DDD fluctuates around \( 1.6 \times 10^6 \) MeV/g/day, this being attributed to orbital effects (how JASON-2 is crossing the South Atlantic Anomaly from one day to the next). Next the solar cycle modulation can be seen, though it is a very week effect at this altitude: the daily DDD increases a little bit from 2008 to 2009 and then decreases very slowly after end of 2010. Note that this variation is less than 10% along the time period under study. Finally, the influence of the March 2012 solar flare protons is clearly visible. It has only increased the daily DDD by a factor varying from 1. to 2. from March 07, 2012 to March 09, 2012 i.e. for 3 days. On
Fig. 10, the solar flare protons measured by GOES spacecraft series in the range 39.-80 MeV is given to pinpoint individual flares that can affect the DDD. According to DDD prediction from the ICARE-NG spectrometers, only two flares affect the daily DDD, but regarding the total DDD over the entire mission, it is negligible (~0.18%). One can assume that from June 22nd, 2008 to December 31st, 2012 only trapped protons in the radiation belts do affect the OSL DDD.

The cumulated DDD of the OSL sensor is computed according to (3) where the time integral is running from the beginning of mission to time of interest and \( \frac{d\Phi}{dE} (E,t) \) is a 30 days differential omnidirectional spectrum average along JASON-2 spacecraft orbit provided by either AP8 min [1], AP9 perturbed mean, AP9 perturbed median, AP9 perturbed 75th percentile and AP9 perturbed 95th percentile [4]. To compute the averaged spectrum from legacy AP8 min model or the newly AP9 model, the same assumptions were made: JASON-2 spacecraft is flying in the proton model of interest for 30 days long with a time step of 10 seconds along the orbit. The resulting average spectrum is assumed to be constant all over the time period of interest. Note that to get good statistics from the AP9 perturbed model 40 scenarios were considered.

A comparison of cumulated OSL sensor DDD predicted from ICARE-NG spectrometers, AP8 min, AP9 perturbed median, AP9 perturbed 75th percentile and AP9 perturbed 95th percentile is shown in Fig. 11. It turns out that the OSL DDD measures and those predicted from the ICARE-NG spectrometers are within 5%. Because careful attention was paid to incorporate the full 3D spacecraft geometry in the calculations as well as appropriate ground calibrations of the ICARE-NG instrument all errors in the process are under control. This excellent agreement from two independent ways of accessing the OSL DDD validates the OSL DDD measurements as well as the spectrometers measurements.

B. Calculations using the proton flux from legacy AP8 model or the newly AP9 model

While the AP8 model is well known [1], the AP9 model [4] was only publicly released by September 2012. There are three specification modes to run AP9 model delineated by the method by which the flux values are determined in each coordinate bin along the orbit: (a) mean—the mean fly-in model captures the mean behavior of the model with no uncertainty added; (b) perturbed mean—the perturbed mean adds the uncertainty in the flux maps due to measurement and gap-filling errors and (c) full Monte-Carlo run contains all of the perturbed mean uncertainty plus an estimate of the dynamic variations due to space weather processes.

AP8 min model underestimates the degradation by 24 %. Note that both JASON-1 (December 7, 2001 to present) and JASON2 (June 20, 2008 to present) spacecraft were designed with AP8 min plus a 1.2 margin. Both spacecrafts still operate nominally which is consistent with the results presented here from the ionizing radiation point of view.
AP9 perturbed, mean, median, 75th and 95th percentile models overestimate the degradation respectively by 97.6%, 97.6%, 130.1% and 178.3%. According to the OSL response function, it suggests that proton fluxes with energies greater than 40 MeV are overestimated in AP9 while they were underestimated in AP8min.

V CONCLUSIONS

Since June 20, 2008, the ICARE-NG instrument onboard the French JASON-2 spacecraft is providing electron and proton flux as well as DDD continuous measurements (other effect measurements have not been considered in the present study).

The measured DDD on the OSL sensor have been compared to DDD prediction calculated from the spectrometers measurements. The OSL response function could be calculated with high precision as the full spacecraft 3D geometry was known. This has allowed minimizing uncertainties in evaluating the DDD. A difference of 5% was found between the two approaches to assess the DDD and both the spectrometers and the OSL DDD measurements were thus validated.

ICARE-NG instrument has proven to be an excellent testbed to master the space environment and its effects on electronic parts. Its measurements can be used to validate specification models like the legacy AP8 and the newly available AP9 models. It was found AP8 min underestimates the trapped proton flux by 24% while AP9 perturbed mean overestimate the trapped proton fluxes by 97.6%.

The same ICARE-NG instrument is flying on-board the Argentinean SAC-D spacecraft since June 10, 2011, a sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 657 km. Again the 3D spacecraft geometry is well known and a similar analysis will be performed in the future.
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